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The CMO Social Playbook:
Five Pillars of Success
LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, TikTok and SnapChat represent a new world of marketing opportunities
around building brand awareness, gaining customer insight and delivering engaging experiences.

But are CMOs and their Brands taking full advantage of social media platforms?
The CMO Club, in thought leadership with Claro Enterprise
Solutions, has compiled the “The CMO Social Playbook.” The
study is based on in-depth conversations with six CMO Club
member marketing executives representing a range of industries that include global consumer brands, technology service
providers and manufacturers. The playbook explores best
practices, lessons learned and examples from the front lines.

Through these discussions, we identified five pillars of
effective use of social media to use as the foundation of
a social strategy:
> Measurement & Analytics
> Targeted Content & Messaging
> Innovation & Creativity
> Structure & Talent
> Global Strategy & Local Action

We would like to thank the following marketing leaders for sharing
their insights on the challenges and best practices that helped in
developing this playbook.
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1. Measurement and Analytics – It’s a work

in progress, but getting better

As social media matures and enters what one expert calls the “teen
years,” data, analytics and measurement assume a foundational
role in defining strategy and executing daily operations. Marketing
leaders are taking an increasingly structured approach to gauging
the effectiveness of social initiatives. Participants in this study found
the following guidelines to be of critical importance.

Measurement is a huge priority. We
want to connect the dots and understand the potential sequence of
messages someone may have seen
before taking a desired action.

– Noha Abdalla, Vice President,
Global Social Media, Hilton

Analytics guidelines
> Start with the basics
Track followers, impressions and engagements to create benchmarks by customer profile and platform. In
addition to providing a basic understanding of outreach
and impact, this establishes a foundation for ongoing
improvement.

> Get Granular

> Benchmark

Continual data collection and analysis supports a
strategy for enhancing marketing effectiveness by
testing different concepts and solutions. Use this
to gain insight into how different posts on different
channels impact customer sentiment, as well as details like the best time of day to post and how activity
and engagement vary by region and demographic.

While adjusting for differences in platforms is essential, some level of apples-to-apples comparison is
essential. A standardized framework and KPIs applied across initiatives can help you objectively measure success and define priorities.

You can learn almost anything about who you are engaging
with on social media. And you can use that to improve your
marketing effectiveness. You can test different concepts
and solutions. By asking lots of questions, analytics can
help you to continually improve.

– Camila Casale, CMO, Claro Enterprise Solutions

Our focus is on testing, learning and growing. We create benchmarks by profile and platform, and gauge what works by monitoring performance of each post. We also monitor trends based
on topics of conversation. We need to understand segmentation
of customers by platform and types of posts, and create different benchmarks to reflect those variables.

– Jenny Cueva, Head of Digital Marketing,
Hu-Friedy

> Focus on ROI
Use analytics to assess the value of different channels and pinpoint their incremental contributions to
marketing campaigns. This insight helps justify investments, as well as provide guidance on how to divide resources amongst multiple buckets. While garnering a million media impressions may have been
enough a few years ago, CMOs today want to see how
those impressions impact sales and revenue.

The analytics are getting significantly better. We can see
click-throughs, and how many people actually looked at
what you are advertising, and who directly signed up from
an Instagram post. You can also see what impact influencers are having and tell very quickly who is pulling people
in. We can pinpoint who saw it and why, and can negotiate
more effectively with agencies now.

– Dan Hennessy, Former Chief Commercial Officer,
MolsonCoors Intl.

> Look for the Cause/Effect Link
Specifically quantifying the revenue impact of different marketing elements, as well as teasing out
the role played by social channels, remains a challenge. CMOs aim to connect the dots between the
sequences of touches and messages that inspire a
customer to take action. Correlations can be made
between, say, a Facebook ad view on Monday followed by a product purchase on Friday. However,
CMOs lack insight into the variables, influences and
activity that occurred between the ad view and the
product purchase. As a result, defining social’s contribution to the “last click” – sales and revenue – is
a work in progress.

> Define Objectives
Measuring success requires understanding what
“success” means – and definitions can range from
clicking a link to watching a video to downloading an
app.

2.Targeted Content &

Messaging
Content is Still King
Everything starts with content. What story do you want to tell?
How does it move your brand forward?

– Dave Scott, Twitter

Along with measuring, analyzing and improving social media initiatives, telling better stories and
getting the message just right has become a critical priority. Just a few years ago, businesses
routinely repurposed marketing content uniformly across social media platforms.

Finding the right voice in social media is essential,
and something that all brands are continuing to
learn. You need to figure out what your voice is on
different social channels, and what you are trying to
communicate with each

– Dan Hennessey, Former Chief Commercial
Officer, MolsonCoors Intl.
Play to the strengths of different platforms. Twitter is
ideal for breaking news and real-time interaction. If
your product aligns well with the Oscars, people can be
talking about your product while the Oscars are going
on. With Facebook, content is more durable.

– Dave Scott, Twitter

Tailor the message: CMOs today aim to develop content directly aligned to the characteristics of each
platform. They’re also addressing the differences in how people use social media platforms, and how a
customer’s activity on a Facebook page might be very different from what they post on LinkedIn or Twitter.
Engage: While content must align with a brand’s value proposition, content also needs to be interesting.
Force-fitting messages to align with a brand or to pitch a product can be counter-productive.
Be relevant: Messaging has to be relevant to the target audience, particularly when it comes to highly
specialized campaigns. Data analytics can support this alignment of message to audience by delivering
insight into customer needs and preferences.
Be responsive: Immediacy – particularly when addressing customer complaints – enhances the customer
experience and demonstrates that the relationship is valued.

We recently did a very successful campaign for
temperature monitoring for sensors for medicinal
storage in pharmacies. We had a very targeted
message, a targeted audience and persona and a
very specific value proposition. So the takeaway
was that you have to be relevant.

– Camila Casale, Claro Enterprise Solutions

3.Innovation and Creativity

Fueled by imagination and Inspiration
There was a Twitter conversation about testing an oven in
space. A DoubleTree social media manager found it and
responded, ‘We’d love for you to test a DoubleTree chocolate chip cookie.’ That led to a partnership with the oven
manufacturer and the International Space Station, where
we enabled the Double Tree cookie to be the first food
baked in space. It all started with a tweet.

– Noha Abdalla, Vice President,
Global Social Media, Hilton

The spontaneity of social media makes innovation
and creativity paramount to effective strategies.
Success here is tightly linked to the ability to effectively deploy technology, as well as find the right
people and put them in positions to put their imaginations to work.

> Responsivenes

> Insight

AI and machine learning tools can support innovative
social media by enhancing analytics and engagement.
One growing area is the use of AI and pattern recognition and sentiment analysis to monitor what consumers
are saying on social media about a brand and proactively intervene to mitigate damage. For example, a restaurant can deploy smart tools to monitor social platforms
and flag a bad review. Then the social team can proactively step in and offer a coupon or an apology. It can be
an opportunity to turn it into a positive.

Businesses can use dashboards and listening queues to
identify topics of interest that a brand can engage with.
This creates opportunities to recognize stories that have
viral potential, or connect the dots between a trending
topic and a brand’s identity to boost visibility, build engagement and grow mindshare.

Rather than promoting a product on Facebook and
directing a customer to a website to make a purchase,
companies are looking to streamline the process of
learning about the product and making the purchase
through the social platform.

– Camila Casale, CMO, Claro Enterprise Solutions

> Improvise
Our experts agree that elaborate, long-term plans
and deep pockets do not translate into effective
use of social media. Rather, most successful strategies use research and careful listening to inform
an organic process that tries various approaches,
analyzes results and develops a set of best practices over time. In other words, there’s no across-theboard formula for success.

In working with our influencers, we provide ideas for
content, and they put their creative spin on it to give it
their own personality. This approach has been really
successful in generating natural responses from
customers who appreciate the organic feel.

– Jenny Cueva, Hu-Friedy
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4.Staffing, Skills and Structure
In-house vs agency, who’s
stepping up their game?

From a talent perspective, we look for younger 20-somethings who grew up in social media
and understand it very well. They are still at the beginning stages of their career, but with
their familiarity with social media they can help bring the brand voice across on multiple platforms. And it’s an opportunity for younger people to demonstrate their worth and
knowledge from a social standpoint.

– Dan Hennessey, Former Chief Commercial Officer, MolsonCoors Intl.
Finding and retaining the right talent is obviously essential to an effective social media strategy.
In terms of structure, our experts concur that core strategic functions should be kept in-house.
Youth will be served: Marketing leaders tend to agree that social media is largely the province of
the young, but opinions vary widely as to the ideal background, education and skill set for a social
role.
Creativity is key: Marketers look for individuals who can find nuanced linkages between different
ideas and flexibly tackle a wide range of tasks.
In-house resources: Key social media functions such as creative strategy, content development,
monitoring responses and overseeing influencer activity should be managed in-house. This
enables immersion in the business culture, deep dive knowledge of industry trends and the rapid
response that social conversations require.
The agency role: Traditional agencies have significantly stepped up their social capabilities. As a
result, the stand-alone “digital agency” has fallen by the wayside. In many cases, the agency role
in the social mix is in areas such as media buying and planning.

Psychology and anthropology majors – people who
study people – do really well in social media community management roles. They try to learn about
the person and what makes them tick, and then
connect with the individual while keeping within the
brand voice and personality.

– Noha Abdalla, Hilton
Professionals with political or public policy backgrounds can successfully apply their experience
to social marketing. They can apply the strategies
they employed for candidates for companies. Instead
of promoting policies, they can promote products
and solutions. These skills are transferable because
business environments are a perpetual campaign.

– Ed Dandridge, AIG General Insurance
It’s hard to find the right skill sets because it’s such
a new area. The key is to get a combination of young
people who are familiar with social media tools and
that social media mindset, along with more experienced people with traditional marketing strategy
expertise.

– Camila Casale, Claro Enterprise Solutions
We look for good storytellers. Finding tone that fits
your brand is the hard part – we look for those that
can do that. Creative writing is less interesting, while
technical writing can be good because they know
how to structure writing. Pushing the button is not
the hard part – compelling content valuable to the
reader is the hardest part.

– Dave Scott, Twitter

5. Think Global, Act Local
As a global multinational organization, we are one
brand with a consistent standard. At the same time, our
businesses operate in many local markets around the
world. Platforms such as Twitter, Linkedin and others are
often localized.

– Ed Dandridge, AIG General Insurance

The power of social media lies largely in its spontaneity
and unpredictability – who would think to make a connection between cookies in space and a hotel chain?
While creating tremendous opportunities to engage
with customers and build brand awareness, the unique
characteristics of social also pose some challenges for
large, global organizations that have built a carefully
crafted and closely guarded brand identity.

> Strike a balance
Social teams need the leeway to be creative and seize
opportunities, while not crossing the lines of corporate standards of consistency. One way to achieve this
is to align social with a broader marketing strategy.
Towards that end, our experts noted that in recent
years, social has evolved from a standalone activity
towards a more integrated function that supports
other strategies and activities, whereas in the past it
was more of a separate activity.

> Define standards
To strike the delicate balance between spontaneity and
consistency, CMOs should engage with leadership at the
Board level to define social standards. The definitions
have to be granular and include such details as lists of
emojis that can and can’t be used. Establishing painstakingly specific guidelines can actually enhance agility
by clearly defining what’s acceptable.

In 2019, AIG became the title sponsor of the Women’s
British Open tournament, which is one of the five major tournaments in women’s professional golf. It is
now called the AIG Women’s British Open. AIG’s sponsorship advances diversity and inclusion in business,
sports, society; and within our company. We launched
an integrated media campaign, ‘AIG Allies,’ to showcase
world-class women golfers and the attributes they share
with women in society and business, as well as our customers, partners and employees. Our social campaign
was global – and the champion was from Japan -- which
generated significantly viral engagement worldwide,
especially in Asia.

– Ed Dandridge, AIG General Insurance

Social Media Checklist - at a glance:
Use this toolkit as a quick reference guide to help as a roadmap in planning
your social media strategy.

Measurement
& Analytics

Content &
Messaging

Innovation &
Creativity

Staffing, Skills
& Structure:

Think Global,
Act Local:

> Quantify ROI

> Tailor content to audiences

> Spontaneity

> Variety of backgrounds

> Integrate social with broader

> Smart tools for insight

> Interest in people

> Listen

> Dot connectors

> Contribute

> Mix of youth and experience

> Treat platforms differently
> Compare/contrast

& platforms
> Responsiveness is key

marketing strategy
> Define specific rules &
standards

The CMO Club is the world’s most engaged and inspired community of more than
650 Senior Marketing Executives who help each other solve their biggest challenges,
within a candid, trusted, and sharing environment. Collaboration fueled by inspiring
events and within the Digital Clubhouse raises the standard for what is required to be a
successful Chief Marketing Officer.

Follow us:

Thank You!
Claro Enterprise Solutions, LLC is a global technology services company that provides proven,
tailored solutions and a seamless customer experience to help businesses evolve and adapt to
constant change. The company has two decades of experience across 25 countries and focuses on
continually developing new approaches to enterprise solutions for businesses of all sizes. From digital
innovation to streamlined operations, from enhanced security to guaranteed reliability, our products
and services help businesses run better, faster and more efficiently.

Follow us:
VISIT USCLARO.COM

